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They say without the support from his family, a man is lost. My parents have been pushing me to
make the right choices throughout my life. Instead of taking their advice, Iâ€™ve gone against their
guidance more times than I care to admit.Now Iâ€™ve done the unthinkable; something they would
never approve of. I'm involved with a beautiful, compassionate woman, but I've also been in a
complicated relationship with her best friend on and off for several years. I donâ€™t know how
itâ€™s possible, but I have deep feelings for both.Now one of them is pregnant.My choice should be
easy, but nothing ever is, at least not in my experience.I want to reach out to my family, but I already
know they'd tell me I screwed up, just like in the past. I have to figure this out. A choice will be
made.Hearts will be broken, and one of them will most definitely be mine.I'm Joshua Healy, and this
is exactly what I deserve.
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Wow, I love Josh HealyI love this series, a big family with a great family presence and i've got to see
each one of them fall in love, Jennifer Foor has written a brilliant and recommended series with
swoon worthy men and great characters.A bit about the plot:Tamsyn goes to college and works at
her dads car dealership she finds out her boyfriend of three years has slept with her roommate and

the relationship is over despite his begging her and saying it was a mistake.Josh Healy never got
over his childhood love Liv, so hearing she has got engaged sends him into a depression, Liv has
used him for years, kept him on a leash, she was with other people but kept his hopes up, their
relationship was nothing more than sex but Josh always hoped she would come to her senses and
want more from him than the occasional one night stand. Josh refused to settle down, always
hoping for Liv so he became a serial one night stand guy with a reputation.Josh with his swagger
asks Tamsyn out on a date when he meets her at the car dealership the timing for both of them is
wrong but so right as they both console one another and a one night stand turns into more.Both
Josh and Tamsyn are a great couple the chemistry is special they become best friends as well as
lovers and manwhore Josh turns into a swoon worthy and sweet talking guy.You can picture there
forever until Liv returns home, she hears Joshua has a girlfriend and her plotting and selfish ways
come into play and things seriously gets heated.The angst the drama I was seriously on edge,
turning the pages frantically wanting the good bits to come, I felt each characters heartbreak, I also
felt the love the passion and the joys.
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